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90

✩ Getting in shape with Earth
Background knowledge
Stars and planets have a round shape called a sphere. Stars are balls of gases
that produce heat and light. Our solar system contains a star called the Sun.
Planets are made of rock, gas, and sometimes frozen liquid. Some planets have
natural satellites called moons that travel around them. Our solar system has
nine planets. A satellite is an object that travels around a larger object. Some
scientists think there may be a tenth planet.

Science activity
Imagine you are traveling in a spacecraft and are able to look out of the
window at out part of the solar system. Which of these pictures would you be
most likely to see? Place a check mark (✔)in the right box.
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To take a tour of 
our solar system go to
website 90-1. These
other websites are fun
to visit: 90-2, 90-3,
90-4 (the last one 
has a scale model 
of our solar system
and includes
information on the
possible tenth planet).

Science investigation
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Find out the names of 
the planets in our solar 
system. Which is closest 
to the Sun? Which is 
closest to the Earth?
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The child learns that the Moon makes one complete
rotation on its axis during each orbit around Earth.
The Moon does not produce its own light. It reflects
light from the Sun. The Moon changes shape in the
evening sky during a month. 

93 ✩Is the Moon out tonight? 
Background knowledge
It takes the Moon about 28 days to travel around Earth. It travels around
Earth in a counterclockwise direction. It rises and sets during the night, just
as the Sun rises and sets during the day. On Earth, the Moon appears to rise
in the east and set in the west. Because of the way the Moon moves, we are
only able to see one side of it. 

Science activity
In this picture, it is evening and a boy and girl are looking at the Moon.
Draw where you think they may see the Moon later that night.

Science investigation

These are outstanding introductory websites about our
solar system. The child will learn that the Sun, Earth
and Moon are all spherical. While children this age do
not need to know the names of all of the planets, they
may find them interesting.
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Science investigation

✔

The child will learn that his or her outdoor shadow
moves as the day progresses. As the Sun appears to
move across the sky, the position and length of the
shadow will change. Shadows in the morning and
evening are longer than those cast at midday.

92 ✩ Me and my shadow
Background knowledge
The Sun is a very powerful light source. When sunlight shines on a wall, it
makes the wall bright. If you place a solid, opaque object in front of the wall,
the sunlight cannot pass through it and a shadow forms on the wall. Because
Earth is rotating, the Sun seems to move across the sky, casting different
shadows from morning (sunrise) to evening (sunset). 

Science investigation

Science activity
The morning Sun was shining through the window in Tony’s home, casting an
interesting shadow of a vase on the table. Tony thought it looked great, and
wanted to show his father when he came home from work. If there was still
sunlight coming through the window in the afternoon, draw how the shadow
looked when Tony showed it to his father.

The child should understand is that night and day are
caused by Earth’s motion. As it rotates counterclockwise,
the Sun appears to rise in the east and set in the west.
The globe investigation illustrates this well, for not all of
“Earth” is can be illuminated at once. 

91 ✩Sunrise, sunset
Background knowledge
You have likely noticed that the Sun changes its position in the sky
throughout the day. During sunrise it is in one place and at sunset it is
located on the opposite side of the sky. The Sun appears to move across the
sky during the day, but it is not the Sun that is moving. Our planet does the
moving! As Earth turns around, we see the Sun as we pass by it. This motion
is why the Sun appears to rise in the east and set in the west. Go to website
91-1 to learn more.

Science investigation

Science activity
Samantha drew a picture of the Sun on a piece of paper. In the morning,
she attached the picture to the window over where she could see the Sun
shining. (She was careful not to look directly at the Sun.) Draw where you
think she had to put the picture in the afternoon.
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The child will learn 
that the Sun, Earth and 
Moon are all spherical. 
While children this age 
do not need to know 
the names of all of the 
planets, they may find 
them interesting.
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